The sum of its row-lengths (i.e., p 1 +p 2 + } } } +p d ) is called the area of T. Such a bitableau is said to be standard if the row-lengths are nonincreasing (i.e., p 1 p 2 } } } p d ) and the entries along each column are nondecreasing (i.e., T [1] (1, 1) T [2] (1, 1) } } } T[d](1, 1) and so on).
A typical row of a bitableau bounded by m=(m(1), m(2)) may be called a bivector bounded by m=(m(1), m(2)).
Analogously we can define (Young) multitableaux or tableaux of giveǹ`w idth'' q, which are bounded by m=(m(1), ..., m(q)), as q-sided arrangements of the above type. The corresponding notions of standardness, multivectors, etc., can be similarly defined as well. Now, given any multivector a of width q and length p which is bounded by m=(m(1), ..., m(q)), and any nonnegative integer V, let stab(q, m, p, a, V ) denote the set of all standard tableaux T of width q which are bounded by m, whose area is V, and which are predominated by a (i.e., if we place a before the first row of T, then the resulting tableau is again standard). Note that the set stib(q, m, V ) of all standard tableaux of width q which are bounded by m and whose area is V can be obtained as a particular case of stab(q, m, p, a, V ) by suitably article no. 0051 choosing p and a. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem A. Let q be an even positive integer. Let there be given any positive integer p and a sequence m=(m(1), ..., m(q)) of positive integers and a multivector a of width q and length p which is bounded by m. Then card(stab(q, m, p, a, V ))=F(q, m, p, a, V) for all nonnegative integers V.
Here F(q, m, p, a, V ) denotes the polynomial in V defined as follows. where the parameter e ranges over the set of all q_p matrices (e(k, i )) with integer entries such that the sum of the entries in the last row equals D, and for every such e, G e (a) is a q-dimensional matrix whose entries are products of binomial coefficients given by G e (a) y(1) y(2) } } } y(q) =q k=1 \ r(1, y(1))+ } } } +r(k, y(k))&e(k, y(q)) r(k, y(k)) + _ \ r(k, y(k))+y(k)&y (k&1) e(k, y(q))&e(k&1, y(q)) + with 1 y(k) p for k=1, ..., q; (by convention y(0)=e(0, i)=0 for all i with 1 i p) and finally, we have that all except finitely many terms in the last summation are equal to zero.
found in the classic treatise of Muir and Metzler [10] . We do give a selfcontained review of certain basic aspects of this theory in Section 4. The main motivation for the above result comes from the fascinating work of Abhyankar on Young tableaux [1, 3] where he defines multitableaux and obtains formulas to enumerate them, among other things. The problem of finding a``polynomial formula'' for counting stab(q, m, p, a, V ) was first posed in his Nice lectures [1, Remarque (3) on p. 69], and later more specifically in his monograph [3, Problem (7. 41)]; in fact, he showed that this is possible in the case q=2 by finding concretely a polynomial of the desired type. The fact that one can find a polynomial in V giving the cardinality of stab(2, m, p, a, V ) is quite important and it leads to nice consequences. For example, by giving particular values to p and a, one can deduce that card(stib(2, m, V ))=dim
for all nonnegative integers V where K is a field and X=(X ij ) denotes an m(1)_m(2) matrix of indeterminants over K. This, then, is the basic ingredient of Abhyankar's enumerative proof of the Straightening Law of Doubilet Rota Stein [8] , a result of central importance in the theory of bitableaux (see Section 6 for its statement). For other proofs of this result we refer to [4, 6, 7] . As a general reference for Young tableaux and their applications we cite Kung's anthology [9] . In [1] and [3] , it is also shown that the``polynomial formula'' for stab(2, m, p, a, V ) gives the Hilbert function as well as the Hilbert polynomial of a certain determinantal ideal I( p, a) in the polynomial ring K[X ]. Now, using the notion of a q-dimensional determinant, one can easily formulate an analogue of the straightening law for multitableaux and wonder whether that is true. As a consequence of Theorem A and an elementary lemma about integers, we show that this is not true, in general, for q>2. As another application, we show that the polynomial F(q, m, p, a, V ) defined in the statement of Theorem A, gives the Hilbert function of a certain graded module; this will be done using results from [4] . In fact, either in the course of proving Theorem A or as a consequence of Theorem A, we are able to answer several problems posed by Abhyankar in [3] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect some notation and terminology which is used throughout this paper. In Section 3 we develop the so called multiproduct lemmas for binomial coefficients. These lemmas may be regarded as a solution to another problem posed by Abhyankar [3, Problem (4.64) ]. After a quick review of higher dimensional determinants in Section 4, Theorem A is established in Section 5. Applications such as those listed in the above paragraph are given in Section 6.
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
By Q, Z, N, N* we denote the set of all rationals, the set of all integers, the set of all nonnegative integers, and the set of all positive integers respectively. Given any integers A and B, by [A, B] we denote the closed integral segment between A and B, i.e.,
Given any p # N, by Z( p) (resp: N( p), N*( p)) we denote the set of all maps from [1, p] to Z (resp: N, N*). Given any p # N and D # Z, we put
Given any p # N, by W( p) we denote the set of all permutations of [1, p] , and for { # W( p), by sgn({) we denote the parity of {.
Given any q # N* and p # N, by a multivector of width q and length p, we mean a mapping (
. Given any p # N*, by a multivector of width q, we mean a multivector a of width q and length p for some p # N, and we then put len(a)=p; by vec(q) we denote the set of all multivectors of width q. Given any q # N*, a # vec(q) and b # vec(q), we define
and we note that this defines a partial order on vec(q). Given any q # N*, m # N*(q) and a # vec(q), we say that a is bounded by m, and we write a m to mean that a(k, i ) m(k) for all k # [1, q] and i # [1, len(a)]. Given any q # N*, m # N*(q) and p # N, we put vec(q, m, p)=[a # vec(q) : len(a)=p and a m].
Given any q # N* and d # N, by a tableau of width q and depth d we mean a mapping e [ T T[e] of [1, d] into vec(q). Given any q # N*, by a tableau of width q, we mean a tableau T of width q and depth d for some d # N, and we then put dep(T)=d; by tab(q) we denote the set of all tableaux of width q. By a bitableau we mean a tableau of width 2. Given any q # N* and T # tab(q), we define the area of T, denoted by are(T), as are(T )= :
Given any q # N* and T # tab(q) Finally, we remark that by a ring we always mean a commutative ring with identity, and we also make the following Remark on Summation Conventions. In this paper we would often deal with certain apparently infinite summations and we may use a phrase such as`t he above summation is essentially finite'' to mean that all except finitely many summands are equal to zero (and thus the sum is well defined).
MULTIPRODUCT LEMMAS FOR BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
As we all know, the ordinary binomial coefficient is defined by
A point to note here is that the above definition makes sense not only for all integers V, but also for any element V in an overring of Q. In particular, V could be an indeterminate over Q, and ( Given any V in an overring of Q and A in Z, we define the twisted binomial coefficient [ Can we find an analogue for the binomial bases of the simple multiplication ruleq
enjoyed by the usual basis [V A : A # N]? In this section we obtain explicit integer valued functions , G (A 1 , ..., A q ) defined for G in Z and A 1 , ..., A q in Z such that
where both the summations above are essentially finite and S q denotes the sum A 1 +A 2 + } } } +A q . In fact, we would obtain formulas for the more general productsq
where V 1 , ..., V q is any given set of q integers. This generalization would turn out to be useful for proving the results in the next section.
We begin with some elementary properties of the binomial coefficients, ordinary as well as twisted.
Lemma 3.1. Given any A # Z and V in an overring of Q, we have the following.
Proof. Straightforward (see [3, Section 2] for details, if necessary).
Lemma 3.2 (Switching Lemma). Given any integers v, u and t, we have the following.
Proof. By (v) of (3.1) we see that both sides of the equation in (i) are equal to zero if either t<0 or u<t. Thus we may assume that u t 0. In this case the first assertion follows from (iii) of (3.1). Similarly, if either u<0 or t<0 or t<0, then both sides of the equation in (ii) are equal to zero, and if we assume that u 0, t 0, then the second assertion follows from (iii) of (3.1).
Lemma 3.3. Given any p # N*, D, E, U # Z and u # Z( p, U ), we have the following.
(i)
:
Proof. Upon letting Y denote an indeterminate, we clearly havè
and (i) follows by using the binomial theorem and equating the coefficient of Y E from the two sides of the above identity. Next, we note that as a consequence of the binomial theorem, in the power series ring
In view of this, our second assertion follows from equating the coefficient of Y E from the two sides of the identitỳ
Corollary 3.4. Given any integers u 1 , u 2 , a and R, we have the following.
where both the summations above are essentially finite.
Proof. The first assertion follows from (i) of (3.3) whereas the second assertion follows from (ii) of (3.3) and (ii) of (3.1). Essential finiteness follows from (v) of (3.1).
Given any F # Z, let F denote the mapping which to every triplet
Now the question raised in the beginning of this section can be answered in the form of the following lemma if q=2.
Lemma 3.5 (General Biproduct Lemma). Let there be given any integers A 1 , A 2 , V 1 and V 2 . Then for every V # Z we have the following.
(ii)
Proof. Applying (i) of (3.4) with R=V 2 &A 2 , we see that the LHS of the equation (i) equals
and by (i) of (3.2), this is equal to :
The last expression is clearly the RHS of (i). The second assertion follows analogously as a consequence of (ii) of (3.2) with R=V 2 +A 2 and (ii) of (3.4). Essential finiteness is evident in view of (v) of (3.1).
Remark. For a leisurely account of the elementary properties established so far and several other properties of binomial coefficients, we refer the reader to Section 4 of [3] .
We now proceed to formulate a generalization of the above result for products of any number of binomial coefficients. Given any q # N*, A 1 , ..., A q , u 1 , ..., u q in Z and e # Z(q), we define
where for every k # [1, q], S k denotes the parital sum A 1 + } } } +A k , and for every e # Z(q), we set e(0)=0 by convention; we may tacitly use this notation and convention in the rest of this paper. Observe that
.., u q , e) to be nonzero, we must have e(k)&e(k&1) A k +u k for all k # [1, q], and therefore, e(q) S q + q k=1 u k . Given any q # N* and G # Z, we define Z G (q)=[e # Z(q): e(q)=G] and for every A 1 , ..., A q , u 1 , ..., u q in Z, we define
Note that the above summand is zero unless 0 e(k) G=e(q) for all k # [1, q] , and so the above summation is essentially finite and B G is zero unless G 0. Also note that if
The functions B G satisfy the following convolution-type identity. Lemma 3.6. Let there be given any q # N* and A 1 , ..., A q in Z. Assume that q 2. Then for every G # Z we have
where the summation on the right is essentially finite.
Proof. For the above summand to be nonzero, we must have E 0 and G&E 0, and so we have the essential finiteness. Now the RHS above equals
and the summand in the last expression can be written as
where we have put e(q)=G. This shows that the RHS equals
Given any q # N* and A 1 , ..., A q , V 1 , ..., V q , G # Z, we define the coefficient functions B$ G and B* G by putting
where we have put u$ k =V k&1 &V k and u k *=V k &V k&1 for all k # [1, q] (with V 0 =0, by convention). Note that B$ G as well as B* G is zero if G<0.
The main results of this section would follow from the general proposition below.
Lemma 3.7. For every q # N* and G # Z, let there be given a function B G which to every A 1 , ...,
[note that the summation on the right is essentially finite].
(3.7.1)
Then for any function f: Z_Z Ä Z satisfying { f (V, A)=0 for every V, A # Z with A<0, and
we have Proof. Let there be given any q # N*" [1] and V, A 1 , ..., A q , V 1 , ..., V q # Z and a function f: Z_Z Ä Z satisfying (3.7.2). We proceed by induction on q. The case of q=2 being obvious, let us assume that q>2 and that the assertion is true for all values of q smaller than the given one. Then the LHS of (3.7.3) can be expressed as follows. (A 1 , ..., A q&1 , V 1 , . .., V q&1 )
which, in view of (3.7.1), is nothing but the RHS of (3.7.3). The essential finiteness for the summation in (3.7.3) as well as for each of the summations above is evident.
Theorem 3.8 (General Multiproduct Lemma). Given any q # N* and V, A 1 , ..., A q , V 1 , ..., V q in Z, upon letting S q =A 1 + } } } +A q , we have
Proof. Let q # N* be given. It is easy to see that if q=1, then for every
and therefore all our assertions follow readily in this case. For the case q>1, we simply note that in view of (3.5) and (3.6), the hypothesis of (3. 
(2) Since the equations in (3.8) are valid for every V # Z, they in fact give us polynomial identities in Q[V] if we let V be an indeterminate over Q. We can of course say the same thing about the first two equations in (3.1) as well as the equations in (3.2) and (3.5).
It may be noted that the above identities are not true, in general.
Given any q # N* and G, A 1 , ..., A q in Z, let us define , G (A 1 , ..., A q )=B$ G (A 1 , ..., A q , 0, ..., 0) .
In view of the last remark, we see that , G is a symmetric function of (A 1 , ..., A q ) and following [3] , we may call it the Gth basic symmetric function.
The question raised in the beginning of this section can now be answered as follows. 
for every G # Z, then we have the following.
Proof. Follows from (3.8).
Remark. It would be interesting to study further the basic symmetric functions , G defined above.
REVIEW OF HIGHER DIMENSIONAL DETERMINANTS
We must define the multimatrices or the higher dimensional matrices first. Let q denote a positive integer, which will be kept fixed throughout this section. Briefly speaking, a q-dimensional multimatrix x of size m= (m(1), ..., m(q)) (or an m(1)_m(2)_ } } } _m(q) matrix x) with entries in a ring R is an array of the form (x y(1) y(2) } } } y(q) ) where y(k)
and secondly for any ring R we define mul(R, q, m)=the set of all maps from cub(q, m) to R, and we note that a member of mul(R, q, m) may be called a q-dimensional multimatrix of size m with entries in R.
Given any p # N, firstly we define the symmetric cube of span p as
and secondly for any ring R we define smul(R, q, p)=the set of all maps from scub(q, b) to R and we note that a member of smul(R, q, p) may be called a q-dimensional symmetric multimatrix of span p. Given any ring R we also define smul(R, q) as the disjoint union
Notice that given any ring R, mul(R, q, m) as well as smul(R, q, p) are R-modules for every m # N*(q) and p # N with addition and scalar multiplication defined in an obvious manner. Now in order to define the determinants, given any p # N let us put
, by sgn(_) we denote the product sgn(_ 1 ) sgn(_ 2 ) } } } sgn(_ q ) and we note that sgn(_) # [1, &1]; for every i # [1, p] , by _ i we denote the unique element of scub(q, p) such that
Given any ring R and any k # [1, q], we define the map M k : smul(R, q) Ä R which to every x # smul(R, q, p) associates M k (x) # R given by
Note that in the traditional notation x(_ i ) is simply x _ 1 (i ) } } } _q(i ) .
Remark. Note that the equation defining M k is``independent'' of the ring R. In other words, if for x # smul(R, q), there is a subring S of R, which contains all the entries of x, then M k (x) equals the value at x of the kth determinant function which maps smul(S, q) into S. We may use this fact tacitly.
The map M k may be called the kth determinant function. A peculiarity of the theory of higher dimensional determinants is the fact that for x # smul(R, q), M k (x) can be different for distinct values of k when q is odd. However, if q is even and k # [1, q] and p # N is given, then we see that the map _ [ ? of W(q, p, 1) into W(q, p, k) defined by putting ? j =_ j _ &1 k for all j # [1, q] clearly gives a bijection, and moreover
This shows that M k (x)=M 1 (x) for all k # [1, q] and x # smul(R, q). Thus in the case of even q, we may denote M 1 (x) by M(x) or det x. Needless to say that the definition agrees with the usual one in the case q=2. The role of rows and columns is played by the so called layers which may be defined as follows.
Let there be given a ring R, p # N, k # [1, q], i # [1, p] and x # smul(R, q, p). Assume that q>1. Then by the i th layer in the kth direction we mean the (q&1)-dimensional multimatrix x[k, i ] # smul(R, q&1, p) obtained by putting for every y # scub(q&1, p),
where y[k, i] is the unique element of scub(q, p) such that
Note that the notion of a layer can also be defined for multimatrices that are not necessarily symmetric, i.e., for elements of mul(R, q, m) for any m # N*(q).
Now as an application of the terminology defined above, we can state the following proposition. Its proof can be easily obtained in an analogous manner as in the usual case of q=2 and we leave this pleasant task to the reader. (ii) If two layers of x in any fixed direction are identical and if R is a domain, then M(x)=0.
(iii) If R is a domain and if a multiple of one layer of x is added to another layer of x (in the same direction) to yield x* # smul(R, q, p), then M(x)=M(x*).
Proof. To prove (i), let us fix some k # [1, q] and assume that the layers in the kth direction are being permuted. Let { # W( p) be fixed as well. Note that for every y # scub(q, p), x { ( y)=x( y$) where y$ # scub(q, p) is the unique element such that y$( j )=y(
Thus it follows that M(x { )=sgn({) M(x), which proves (i). To prove (ii), we note that if two layers of x in the same direction are identical, then by (i) we get M(x)=&M(x), which implies that M(x)=0 if we assume that the characteristic of R is unequal to 2. If the characteristic of R equals 2, then we can prove the claim by induction on p as follows. Noting that the case of p=1 or 2 is easily verified, we assume that p>2 and that the assertion is true for every value of p smaller than the given one. Let k # [1, q] and i 1 , i 2 # [1, p] be such that the i 1 th layer in the kth direction is identical with the i 2 th layer in the kth direction. Choose i 0 # [1, p] such that i 0 is different from both i 1 and i 2 . Now since q is even and sgn(_) always equals 1, we clearly have
x(r) :
Now the last term is clearly a R-linear combination of q-dimensional determinants of span p&1, and for each of them the i 1 th and i 2 th layers in the kth direction are identical, and hence by induction hypothesis it follows that M(x)=0, thus proving (ii). Finally, we note that (iii) follows as an obvious consequence of (i) of (4.1) and (ii) above.
Remark. Although it is not necessary for our purposes, we remark that the assertion (ii) in the above lemma can also be proved in the case when R is not necessarily a domain. This may be done by an argument similar to that given above, i.e., simply by expanding a deteminant along some fixed layer. This is easier if the characteristic of R equals 2; in the general case, however, we have to be more careful with the sign factor \1. We may also remark that the more general Laplace expansion for usual determinants can be obtained for these higher dimensional determinants as well.
Note that a similar argument as in the proof of (i) in (4.2) would prove the following. Lemma 4.3. Given any ring R and p # N and x # smul(R, q, p) we have
if q is odd and p{1 if q is even.
The main intent of the results given above has been to convince the reader that our definition of q-dimensional determinants is quite natural, at least when q is even. Further properties of higher dimensional determinants such as expansions along layers in a fixed direction, Laplace development, different rules for multiplication, and so on, can also be listed. We refer the interested reader to [10] . Let us close this section with a few relevant remarks. .2) show that the map M: smul(R, q) Ä R is``determinantish'', where for the definition of a determinantish map we refer to [4] .
(2) Assuming only that q>1 and R to be a domain, one can obtain various definitions of``determinant'' by choosing a nonempty subset S of [1, q] of even cardinality and an element k # S and putting
for every p # N and x # smul(R, q, p). One can analogously show that the definition is independent of the choice of k and that M S has all the properties M has; in particular we obtain several examples of determinantish maps. The definition of M or det which we gave is often referred to as the full sign determinant.
STANDARD TABLEAUX OF EVEN WIDTH
The main aim of this section is to prove Theorem A which was stated in the introduction. We begin by fixing some notation.
Let q # N*, m # N*(q), p # N*, a # vec(q, m, p), and V # N be given. For every k # [1, q] and i # [1, p] we set r(k, i )=m(k)&a(k, i). Also we set R= :
Let us now recall a few things from [3] . q, m, p, a, v) where G (6n) (q, m, p, a, v) denotes the p_p matrix whose (i, j )th entry is [ r(n, j ) v(i )+j&i ] and det denotes the usual determinat. Let
and for every k # [1, q], let
We need the following result of Abhyankar [3, Theorem (9.6)].
Theorem 5.1. Assume that q is even. Then for every k # [1, q] we have card(stab(q, m, p, a, V))=F (6) (q, m, p, a, V)=F (5k) (q, m, p, a, V).
In particular,
In [3] it is also shown that if q=2, then F (5k) (2, m, p, a, V) can be transformed into F (3k) (m, p, a, V) (and also a few other equivalent expressions), which is given by a``polynomial in V.'' We already outlined in the introduction that this polynomial turns out to give several interesting results as shown in [3] . An analogue of this polynomial for a general q can be defined by putting
where for every D # Z, upon letting Z(q, p, D) denote the set of all maps
where G e (a) # smul(Q, q, p) is defined by putting for every y # scub(q, p),
e(n, y(q))&e(n&1, y(q)) + (with y(0)=e(0, i)=0 for all i # [1, p] , by convention). Note that, in view of the definition of M q and (v) of (3.1), it is easy to see that both the summations above are essentially finite.
We shall now state certain obvious principles of summations which may be tacitly used in this section. For proofs of theses as well as other basic principles of summation, we refer the reader to Section 3 of [3] . where the summation on the right is essentially finite.
where all the summations above are essentially finite.
In this section we would also be using several apparently infinite summations, which would be seen to be essentially finite by using the elementary observation below. We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper. Incidentally, the reader may find it instructive to note that this result is an easy consequence of (3.1) and (3.3) if q=1. Proof. In this proof by W[q, p] we would denote the set W(q, p, q).
where the last equality follows from (5.2). Consequently, H (5q) (q, m, p, a, v) can be written as
and in view of (5.3) and (iv) of (3.1), this equals
With this notation, an application of the General Multiproduct Lemma (3.8) shows that for any
and therefore, in view of (5.2), H (5q) (q, m, p, a, v) can be written as
sgn(_) :
(where _ 0 denotes the identity permutation, by convention), and so, in view of (3.9), we obtain that for any
In particular, if
This shows that each of the sums above is essentially finite and so we are free to interchange them. Also in particular, if
, and so, in view of (iv) of (3.1), H (5q) (q, m, p, a, v) can be written as
and thus, if for every D # Z we let
and secondly by the definition of F (5q) (q, m, p, a, V), we see that
We now proceed to simplify f
where for every d # Z( p), we have put
Thus, by interchanging the summations, we find that f
Finally, we note that if
and therefore R&D+p&1+V 0 and so, in view of (iv) of (3.1), we get the desired result. 
, and thus, upon replacing a by a [k] in (5.4), we obtain a``polynomial formula'' for F (5k) (q, m, p, a, V) as well.
(2) In [3] it is shown that if q is odd and p 2 then F (6) (q, m, p, a, V)=0, and a problem is posed to find a``direct proof'' of this interesting identity [3, Problem (6.41) ]. Using the arguments similar to those in the proof of the above theorem, we see that
Notice that (5.3) is crucially needed here to assert that for all
so that we can apply (3.3) and then note that Now by (4.3) , it follows that F (6) (q, m, p, a, V)=0 if q is odd and p 2. Also observe that starting with F (6) (q, m, p, a, V), we can still deduce the identity in (5.4) if q is even. The only possible disadvantage with this approach is that we don't get a``polynomial formula'' for F (5k) (q, m, p, a, V) when q is odd. At any rate, we do not have another proof (presumably, à`d irect'' one) of the interesting identity stated above.
Finally in this section we state an immediate consequence of (5.1) and (5.4), thus proving the result stated in the introduction. for all V # N.
APPLICATIONS
In this section let there be given any q # N*, m # N*(q), a field K, a ring R containing K as a subring, and X # mul(R, q, m) such that the m(1) m(2) } } } m(q) elements X( y ), as y ranges over cub(q, m), are independent indeterminates over K; let K[X] denote the ring of polynomials in these indeterminates with coefficients in K, and let K(X ) denote its quotient field in R. Given any p # N and a # vec(q, m, p), the ath submultimatrix of X is denoted by sul(X, a) and is defined to be the unique member of smul(R, q, p) such that sul(X, a)( y)=X( y[a]) for all y # scub(q, p). Now as an application of (5.6), we would show that the analogue of (6.1) is not true if q is even and q>2 except in the pathological case when at least (q&1) m(k)'s are equal to 1. We first need an elementary lemma about integers.
Given any
Lemma 6.2. Let n be a positive integer and let 1 : 1 : 2 } } } : 2n be an increasing sequence of positive integers. Then moreover the equality holds iff either n=1 or at least (2n&1) : i 's are equal to 1.
Proof. We clearly have the equality if n=1. Thus we assume that n>1. Let t=card([i # [1, 2n] : : i =1]). If t (2n&1), then we must have : 1 =: 2 = } } } =: 2n&1 =1 and clearly the equality holds in this this case. So we also assume that t<2n&1. Now let us first observe that if 2 ; 1 } } } ; h is any increasing sequence of integers of positive length h, then ; 1 ; 2 } } } ; h ; 1 + } } } +; h (this can be easily shown by induction h; we may also note that the equality holds here iff either h=1 or h=2=; 1 =; 2 ). We now divide the proof into two cases as follows. where we have let n=qÂ2. In view of our assumptions on q and m, it follows from (6.2) that the above integer is strictly smaller than m(1) m(2) } } } m(q)&1, which is a contradiction.
